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THE IMPORTANCE OF CATALOGUES
TO THE PLUMB BOB COLLECTOR
Over the years, as I focused my attention on subject of plumb bobs, I started to build a file of
catalogue pages representative of manufactures or distributors of this tool. The accumulation
of this literature, gave me some extraordinary insights into tool manufacturing far more
detailed than examination of the plumb bobs themselves could offer. In effect, these
illustrations are the sole means of identifying many plumb bobs that are un-marked; they also
gave direction to my purchases, for with them, I began to understand what I was looking for. I
became an informed buyer.
Catalogues, are of course, advertising, a way for a business to lay out for a potential buyer
why there are benefits in choosing their product. In them can be found histories of
manufactures and distributors; reputation,
reliability, and longevity are basic tenets
of promotional material. Technical
information and instructions form an
educational component and data of weight,
dimensions and pricing supply the
essential information necessary to make a
purchase without actually seeing the
product. If you collect catalogues over a
long period you can see when certain
styles of plumb bobs first appear then,
perhaps, disappear if the product ceased to
be marketable.
You can compare catalogues to learn more
about the relationships between
distributors and manufactures. Also of
interest, is to learn how bobs were
packaged, frequently in containers that had
utility throughout the life of the tool. In
some cases “accessories” are illustrated: a
hanging hook, special line or line winders,
to name a few. Historically, catalogues
were not disposable as they are today; they
were frequently carefully preserved for
years or even decades to be used for
reference. Many catalogues had price lists
not bound into the catalogue, thus, as
prices increased (they never decrease, do
they?) expensive reprinting was avoided.
Only the price list would be reprinted,
inserted in the old catalogue, and then sent
out as a “new” issue of the publication.
Wolfg.Ruecker@t-online.de
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1. COVERS
Some of the catalogues were really works of art, the
covers in particular; quite contrary to the saw, “You
can’t tell a book by its cover.”
On the cover from REISS Germany 1891 (see page 1)
Plumb bobs are pictured, although on only 3 of 500
pages do plumb bobs actually appear. In this example,
note the depiction of a gold medallion, an award won
at an international exhibition. The date on this
medallion allows us to determine the earliest
appearance of this publication. Manufactures and
distributors did not waste the cost of publishing their
catalogues; not uncommon was to alter information by
blanking out the change and the inserting the new
information with a rubber stamp.

1926

1928

1925

1909
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2.
HISTORY OF THE MANUFACTURES OR DISTRIBUTORS
Company histories often appear as the first pages of the catalogue with pictures of the huge
and impressive buildings with billowing smokestacks, symbols of power. Today this message
is contrary to sound environmental policy. Times change. Today, the www. can be a useful
source of company histories, too.
1937

1901
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3.
YEAR / DATE
Catalogues were designed to last a long time. Graphic design and layout for printing were
labor intensive and expensive, editing changes and reprinting something to be avoided.
Fortunately the assortment / range of tools offered was relatively constant for most
manufactures. Often the date of publication is not noted on catalogues; rather catalogue
numbers were printed on the covers. For collectors this poses the problem of dating
catalogues. With this “trick” of publication the buyer never had an “old” catalogue. Very
often the only date that appears is the date of the founding of the company; not very useful for
establishing the actual date of publication. /

4.
Listed prices and their CURRENCY can offer some additional clues to determine
dates. In some countries, Germany for instance, you can calculate with the known value of
currency for a specific period, the probable publication date of catalogues. This can be very
helpful to find dates of production for plumb bobs in the GDR (German Democratic
Republic). (see other article).
HAUNSTEIN 1936

1909
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5.
PROFESSIONS
In some cases plumb bobs
were designed with
specific trades in mind;
some 40 trades can be
distinguished that employ
plumb bobs in their
standard kit of tools. Did
you know, for instance
that there are documented
uses of plumb bobs in the
medical profession (and
in medical quackery, too)?
In some catalogues
especially in America,
France and Germany the
plumb bobs are designed
for masons, carpenters,
architects, etc.…

BERGHAUS 1913

LATOUR 1912
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6.
MARKS / NAMES / LOGOS
Some plumb bobs are marked with a manufacture or distributor mark. These marks are
frequently very small and hard to distinguish; it’s always a good idea to thoroughly examine
your bobs with a magnifying glass. In these cases a catalogue may actually offer a better
rendering of a trade mark than exists on the bob itself. Sometimes plumb bobs are marked in
illustration but not on the actual plumb bob.

Here are some marks of clients from
the factory GAMPPER in Germany.
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7.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Some companies offered technical drawings of the structures of more complex plumb bobs.
Good examples can be found for this type of illustration by companies specializing in
mercury filled bobs, internal reel bobs, spring tipped and replaceable tipped bobs.

1883

GOLDBLATT KANSAS 1925

1891
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8
MATERIAL
Although drawings of plumb bobs offer no indication of the materials employed, written
information in catalogues specify the material employed. Not infrequent are bobs offered in
more than one material, one perhaps a higher grade than another. Lead, brass, bronze, steel,
iron, aluminium or combinations of different materials are common materials. Different
finishes can be offered. Surface polishing, paint in a variety of colors, japanned finishes, and
plating in nickel or chrome are all common variations.

1922
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9.
NEWS
Very interesting is the mention of news about the tools. So we can see since when and how a
special technology was used. We can also find unknown shapes or sizes we didn’t know
before. E.g. Plumb bob with tape measure …..

1874

GOODNOW & WIGHTMAN 1894

1919
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10.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Catalogues often make expansive claims about the virtues of certain features of their products.
STARRET claimed that their mercury filled bobs offered unusually stability in windy
conditions. Makers of octagonal bobs frequently featured the benefits of the bob not rolling
off tables, or their superior performance if in hung in corners. One of my favourites is this
written claim for the “Handy Plumb Bob,” manufactured by S.W. Wilcox, Milford,
Mass., ”No staging to build, no step ladder to hunt up. You can stand on the floor and plumb
down from a line of shafting, whether running or stationary, directly from the center to the
floor, or from any point less than 20 feet high.”
TOPPING BROTHERS 1942

1949
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11.

PATENT INFORMATION

About the patent information, especially for the STANLEY, PERFECTION and STARRETT
plumb bobs see WR PATENT NEWS 2007 (available on CD). In the catalogues the tools are
marked patented, pat appl. or the patent number and patent date with additional drawings and
descriptions.
12.

DIFFERENT QUALITY

In the PRESTON England 1901 we find an offer for “BEST QUALITY“ and „SECOND
QUALITY“ with an explanation what second quality means.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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13.
ACCESSORIES
Pictured are not only the plumb bobs, but also the accessories. We find tape rulers for depth
measuring, lines and cords, sheaths, rolls, hooks, spads etc.

HAUNSTEIN 1936

BAKER 1893

1931
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GENERAL 1925

14. CONTAINERS /BOXES
Here we get information about plumb bob boxes,
and the number of bobs packed in larger boxes for
wholesale distribution. This information we don’t
find very often.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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15.

SELLING ABROAD

Comparing catalogues from all over the world we can see what trade connections were made
during a certain period of time. In a catalogue from St. Petersburg / Russia 1894 we find
German plumb bobs and American STANLEY plumb bobs, side by side. Very seldom do we
find European shapes in American catalogues, but in the colonies of England (NZ, AUS….)
we find a lot of European tools. Makers who shipped to all over the world like GAMPPER
Germany had a very wide range of shapes to realize the wishes of the clients in these
countries. See presentation “Plumb Bobs of the World” Especially for this reason Riccardo
Chetoni wrote a „plumb bob dictionary“ in English, Italian, French and German).

DE FRIES 1909
plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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16. PERIOD OF PRODUCTION
If you compare the different catalogues you can find when a special plumb bob or shape was
produced and offered on the market. This
1924
search shows that some items had a very
short life and others lasted as long as 60
years or more.
a) e.g. you can find that six sided (pencil
shaped) plumb bobs were offered the first
time 1914 in the catalogue of
AIKENHEAD as HOLD FAST from
BERGMAN TOOLS. This plumb bob was produced with a special slit/slash in the cap to fix
the line.
They wrote about it „Hexagon shape prevents rolling off the bench“.
Bergman Tools showed this bob in a cat Bergmantool & Pexto 1924
and also Stears offered 1924 a six sided plumb bob. In Germany we
find the first in Gampper ca. 1970.
In the momentary online catalogue from Starrett they offer a PB 6 to
PB 14 as six sided.
AIKENHEAD 1914

b) Also you can find that
Starrett his 1906 patented
mercury plumb bob sold with
a round cap and changed
this round cap 1965 into a six
sided. The body is still round.
Starrett wrote „New No-Roll
Hex Head prevents rolling
when the Plumb Bob is set
down, a great convenience“
A special edition of this
shape I found on ebay 2006
with a six sided body.
Perhaps this item was home
made.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de

Online catalogue

1924

Since 1970

????

Since 1906
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TOWER & LYON 1904

c) The well known PERFECTION
(patented 1905, application filed
Dec. 1903) can be found also in the
TOWER & LYON catalogue 1904.
But this is the only place where I
found this type. The extreme
softness of Perfection’s lead core,
and the extremely light gauge of its
brass jacket, made them extremely
vulnerable to damage. This
propensity to distort in shape, no
doubt, showed how ridiculous was
their claim of perfect symmetry.
They dropped quickly out of site, a
patented failure.

d) An example of an extraordinary
patent success is the adjustable
STANLEY (patented 1874), the
famous Traut Patent. This bob, very
simply, works very well in many
applications, and was used by
carpenters and surveyors with equal
ease. It was produced by Stanley for
over 60 years up to 1935/37. More
about Stanley plumb bobs in a later
edition.

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
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17. PARTS OF PLUMB BOBS
From “take apart bobs” we find sometimes drawings with the different parts. So you can see if
this plumb bob is made from 1, 2 3 or more parts.

1915+ 1928

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de

1905+1931 + 1936
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18.

OTHER MEASURING TOOLS

I know of one catalogue only, GAMPPER,
entirely devoted to plumb bobs. In the
others we find general assortments of tools,
such as might be offered in a hardware
store. Manufactures of surveying
equipment, invariably offer an assortment
of bobs, different sizes and shapes, and
often some mechanized examples, at a
higher price.

MELHUISH 1912
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19. DIFFERENT PRESENTATION IN THE
COUNTRIES
The presentation in the catalogues is different in different
countries.

Examples from F, D. USA, GB, NL

BRANDIS 1902

PRESTON GB 1901

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de

GAMPPER Germany 1926
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20. OTHER TOOLS, NO PLUMB BOBS
On ebay some items are offered as plumb bobs that are in fact something far different.
TRAMMEL POINTS are one of those items. Pairs of these devices are actually used to draw
large diameter circles; just because they have points, don’t mistake them for plumb bobs.

PRESTON GB 1901

Dear Fellow collectors.
It would be a great contribution to the cause of the collection and dissemination of
information about plumb bobs to take a close look at your tool and hardware catalogues in
order to identify information on this subject.
We would be very grateful for copies sent to wolfg.ruecker@t-online.de as DOC-file,
WORD-file, JPG or Picture-file, Adobe PDF-file; or as mailed paper copies.
Ideally these contributions would include images of the cover and/or title page (that might
indicate the issue number or date of publication) and pages illustrating plumb bobs,
however, everything or anything would be of great interest. Many images that we have
already collected could be improved with better images.
Our objective is to accumulate an archive in the next year that will be made available in the
form of a searchable CD
Special considerations will be extended to contributors; receipt of a CD for the cost of the
CD itself plus the cost of shipping.
Remark:
For this issue of the WR PLUMB BOB NEWS I used only my archive and the archive from Riccardo Chetoni in
Pisa.
A very informative article from Elton W. Hall about the development of the illustrated tool catalogue in the USA
is printed in THE CHRONICLE march 2008 (newspaper of the Early American Industries Association EAIA
http://www.eaiainfo.org
From THE PLUMB LINE CONTINUUM (available on a CD from Nelson Denny ndenny01@comcast.net ) you
find on the next pages the list of “names of possible and / or known plumb bob manufactures and / or
distributors.
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